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the movement has also produced several translations of the bible into over 200 languages. originally known as the watchtower, it is the worlds largest bible publishing and translation group, owning over 2000 publications in every language
and making copies of bibles for study and sale. in addition, the group is the worlds largest publisher of childrens books, providing the king billy series to over 24 million new christians each year. the watchtower mission also runs publishing

operations and bible schools in africa and india and fields a growing presence in the developing world. its major international humanitarian program, known as the herald houses, build with members of the group grassroots radio stations where
they serve as the first line of defense in times of persecution. according to jeff sharlet, their large network of community based radio stations in russia ( sharlet & greaves, 1999) and with an extensive collection of translated bibles and

educational material are the world largest, with more than 20,000 evangelical ministries in russia. in the 1980s and 1990s, jehovahs witnesses were severely persecuted in parts of the soviet union and in the central asian states. over 27,000
were sent to jail for refusing to be drafted into the military, and over 8,000 witnesses were murdered. the situation deteriorated in 1991. the soviet union broke up, and the russian communist party, in a deal struck with the us government,
became a part of the russian federation. the new government then adopted a law requiring all citizens to register with the state as members of a new faith, and to do this, russians had to demonstrate that they belonged to a religious group
which was registered. witnesses were forced to register with the communist party. only then could they refuse to do military service. they were told that if they refused, they would be tried and sentenced by a military court, or they could be

sent to a jail. hundreds of thousands of witnesses were warned by the communist party that they were risking a life in jail if they refused to register. under threat of imprisonment, many russian witnesses complied with the state, and
registered. after registering they were not eligible for most educational benefits, employment, or access to doctors, unless they listed their “new” faith on their school or employment records, even if they remained members of the watchtower
society. witnesses were unable to get money or start savings accounts, even in their own name. they were prohibited from producing or reading jehovahs witnesses publications, and were legally forbidden from passing out literature or holding

public meetings. they were compelled to attend meetings of the communist party and support the marxist party. in addition, they were forbidden to approach government employees unless they had permission from their local communist
party administrator. failure to comply with these requirements resulted in imprisonment (kunakin, 2008).
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over the years, witness advocates have made several attempts to persuade the un to change its
policy that treats the faith as if it were a cult. although many states allow for the registration of

religious organizations as ngos, most limit that to a single religious denomination. a complaint to
the un led to a change in this policy: all religious organizations are now eligible for ngo status.

the united nations therefore (in 2006) opened the door to registration of religious denominations
who have multiple centers of worship. in october 2009, the un sponsored a review of the status
of some 21 such religious groups. the review was not entirely satisfactory. it was designed to

help the religions that had already been granted ngo status understand what the un intends for
them. when a religious sect is granted "not for profit" status, it can form and manage
associations, and receive funding from such sources as private individuals and other

organizations, including the un. however, they are still unable to conduct any political activity,
including lobbying. this rule is in place because the un does not have the power to establish

political parties in the countries that it represents. the un also does not recognize any religious
group as a participant in the activities of the world community, nor has it any authority to
intervene in matters of religion. the un does recognize religious leaders as leaders of their

religious communities. witness leaders are among the world's most respected religious leaders,
and all witnesses are encouraged to encourage their friends and the friends of their family

members to join their religion. as a result, witness publications are widely read and accepted in
many parts of the world. thus, the un has shown itself to be willing to accept witness applications

for ngo status. this is the closest it can do. 5ec8ef588b
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